SPEAKER BIO

Jason is the founder of Paris Painting, an 8 figure Residential Repaint company in the Twin Cities of Minnesota. Jason operates this business at the board level while spending most of his time investing in and scaling painting businesses through Aleph Holdings, investing in the development and building of multi-housing real estate, and volunteering with the PCA.

Jason lives with his wife and 4 children (soon to be 5) and enjoys running stupidly long trail runs.

TOPICS (customization available upon request):

- Failing Forward - Describing my 10+ years of constant failures, and why that's a good thing

- Millenial Culture - 3 counter intuitive ideologies we utilized having an office of nearly all millenials and producing an 8 figure topline

- Spreadsheets - A deep dive history of spreadsheets, and their practical applications to running a residential repaint business

- Time Crunch - Do you have more to do than you have time to do it? Welcome to the rest of your life. Practical time and priority management exercises and tips.

- Principles of Innovation and Advancement - Starting with a niche enthusiasm of keyboard we discuss iterative progress and how those concepts apply to the next decade of Painting

If you would like to book a speaker, contact Marsha Bass at mbass@pcapainted.org or call 314.514.7322.